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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a preliminary investigation of a new class of supei lattice
electroabsorption radiation detectors that employ direct optical modulation for
high-speed, two-dimensional (2-D), high-resolution imaging. Applications for the
detector include nuclear radiation measurements,'2 tactical guidance and detection
(laser radar), inertial fusion plasma studies, and satellite-based sensors. Initial
calculations discussed in this paper indicate that a 1.5-um (GaAlAs) multi-quantumwell (MQW) Fabry-Perot detector can respond directly to radiation of energies 1 eV
to 10 KeV, and indirectly (with scattering targets) up through gamma, with 2-D
sample rates on the order of 20 ps.

I. INTRODUCTION
The detector uses superlattice electroabsorption to directly modulate a laser probe with
incident radiation. A superlattice is composed of thin (approximately 100 A), alternating layers of
semiconductor materials whose mismatched valence- and conduction-band energies form a multiquantum-well (MQW) structure. Incident radiation interacts with the MQW structure and generates
electron-hole (e-h) pairs (Figure 1A). Through electric field screening, the generated e-h pairs
perturb the energy position* of the first exciton" absorption peak as indicated in Figure 1B. We
can detect the shift in the absorption peak by probing the MQW with a weak laser probe and
measuring the laser's change in amplitude. Two salient features of the detector are (1) the incident
radiation directly modulates the laser probe, allowing for high-speed operation and (2) all
information is optically formatted, providing a practical means for the high-speed parallel
transmission of large amounts of data.

II. OVERVIEW OF SUPERLATTICE PROPERTIES
11.1 SUPERLATTICE QUANTUM-WELL PROPERTIES
Superlattices are layered semiconductor structures whose layer thicknesses can be
controlled with atomic monolayer precision (Figure 2A). The layers can be made with matched
lattices, mismatched lattices (strained-layer superlattices, Figure 2B), and doped layers
(acceptor/donor sites).3
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Excitons are coupled e-h pairs with energy states below the band gap of the host material.
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Figure 1. (A) Direct-conversion optical modulation (electroabsorption modulation). (B) Absorption
spectrum of a MQW superlattice.
Of primary interest are the resulting quantum-well (QW) properties of very thin superlattice
layers (approximately 100 A). Within the superlattice layers, the motion of electrons and holes
parallel to the layers is unrestricted. However, motion of the electrons and holes perpendicular to
the layers is controlled by the discontinuities in potential at the layer interfaces. For very thin
layers, the perpendicular motion of the electrons and holes is quantized. This quantization is due
to the band structure encountered by the electrons and holes, which consists of a series of
quantum wells (Figure 2C). One of the benefits of this quantization is the "freezing out" of one
degree of freedom, resulting in a quasi-two-dimensional density of states (2D DOS). These
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Figure 2. Superlattice structures. (A) Superlattice consisting of alternating layers M, and M2. (B)
Strained-layer superlattice. (C) Superlattice energy diagram.

superlattice quantum effects allow for the support of quantum-confined excitons, to be described
next.
II 2 SUPErvLATTICE QUANTUM-CONFINED EXCITONS

Excitons are bound e-h pairs whose quantized energy states lie below the band-gap edge.
The physics of bulk semiconductor excitons are hydrogen-like (see Wannier excitons),4 typified by
spherical harmonic wave functions and energy solutions (Figure 3A). Bulk semiconductor excitons
are observed at low temperatures through their optical absorption spectrum as shown in Figure
3B. Note the marked optical absorption below the band-gap energy at the exciton resonant
energies. At higher temperatures (such as room temperature), the bulk excitons are ionized by
phonon interactions and generally are not observable.
Superlattice quantum-confined excitons (Figure 3C, D) show a marked change in behavior
when compared with their bulk counterparts.5 Of primary note is the enhancement of exciton
oscillator strengths and exciton stability at high temperatures (enhanced optical absorption of
excitons at room temperatures). This enhancement can be directly attributed to the combination
of two effects: (1) the quasi-2D density of states and (2) the quantum confinement of the exciton,
resulting in distorted quasi-2D wave functions and hence, modified energy state1" (which are
related to absorption energies and strengths).
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Figure 3. (A) Bulk exciton. (B) Absorption spectrum of bulk exciton. (C) Superlattice quantumconfined exciton. (D) Absorption spectrum of superlattice quantum-confined exciton.

III.EXCITONOPTICAL-ABSORPTIONFIELD-DEPENDENCE(QU.'VNTUM-CONFINED)
The exciton absorption snectrum undergoes a red shift (to longer wavelengths) when a
field is applied as shown in Figure 4B. The optical-absorption field-dependence is the combined
result of the quantum-confined Franz-Keldysh (QCFK) effect and quantum-confined Stark (QCS)
effect.6 A simplified QCFK and QCS explanation follows: The electric field distorts the exciton
(Figure 4A), creating a small spatial separation (on average) between the electron-hole pairs. The
spatial separation produces a reduction in the coufombic electron-hole pair binding energy,
resulting in a red-shifted absorption spectrum. The quantum confinement prevents the electronhole pairs from the premature ionization that would be expected in bulk material excitons. Note

that strained-layer superlattices generate strong internal fields, which in turn induce red-shifted
absorption.7
Note that an internal or external field can be screened if there are enough free carriers
present to retard or reverse red-shifted exciton absorption. The free carriers can be optically
(radiation) induced or injected. Optically (radiation) induced free-carrier screening can lead to
amplitude-dependent optical nonlinearities that will be exploited in the design of radiation
detectors.
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Figure 4. Exciton optical-absorption field-dependence. (A) Superlattice under external field. (B)
Red-shifted exciton optical absorption.

IV. SUPERLATTICE NONLINEAR OPTICAL RESPONSE
The proper analysis of the optical nonlinearities in semiconductors requires the
simultaneous solving of Maxwell's electromagnetic field equations and the nonlinear, timedependent carrier density equations. The following derivation is adapted from Haug and Koch8
except for the inclusion of the drift term in the continuity equation. Electromagnetic wave
propagation in a dielectric medium is described by

c* dt2'

dt2
(1)

where P is the polarization and x is the susceptibility of the semiconductor. Note that x has been
separated into its linear (%„) and density nonlinear (%JN)) components. Assuming a z-propagating,
Gaussian optical beam of the form

(2)

where w0 is the characteristic transverse width of the beam, the incident electromagnetic wave can
be separated into its longitudinal (ej and transverse (eT) components with

(3)

resulting in (transverse)

(4)
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The following paraxial approximation assists in the decoupling of the transverse and
longitudinal field components. If f=l/kw0 « 7, then scale x, y, z, and t by the Gaussian beam's
characteristic width w0,
x=xw0,

z=zw0,

(6)
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jr.
and expand the transverse and longitudinal field components and the nonlinear susceptibility in
powers of f:

Substituting into the wave equation and keeping components of order O(f), the following holds
true:

(8)
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where
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are the absorption- and refractive-index change, respectively. Finally, the field intensity and carrier
density (A/) are related through the continuity equation

dt

x

no
(10)

where
T = carrier relaxation time,
D = e-h diffusion coefficient,
IA = e-h mobility, and
f = static electric field.

V. FABRY-PEROT RESONATOR
A Fabry-Perot resonator structure is shown in Figure 5. The structure is composed of a
dielectric medium of length / sandwiched between two partially reflective mirrors. The mirrors are

defined by their respective reflectivity (ff) and transmissivity (7). For an incident field Eo, the
resulting reflected component E, is given by

•
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while the transmitted field is

(12)

T
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where ik = a + /p. Hence, the reflected and transmitted power are given by
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respectively.
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Figure 5. Fabry-Perot resonator.
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VI. NONLINEAR ABSORPTION MODELS
Nonlinear absorption models are currently a hot research topic and can be readily found
in the literature, depending on the application. 9101112

VII. ELECTROABSORPTION PIN-DIODE MODULATOR
A P-doped/intrinsic/N-doped (PIN) diode electroabsorption modulator and the first exciton
absorption spectrum are shown in Figures 6A and B, respectively. The PIN-diode configuration
provides for voltage biasing and rapid removal of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. An example
of operation follows: The voltage supply applies a reverse bias across the diode, creating a red
shift in the first exciton absorption peak. External radiation (see Figure 1) generates electron-hole
pairs that screen the applied electric field, causing a blue shift in the first exciton absorption peak.
A shift in the exciton peak is detected by the corresponding change in the absorption
characteristics of the laser probe. In Figure 6, the probe on the left provides a red-shift detection,
while the probe on the right provides a blue-shift detection.
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Figure 6. (A) Electroabsorption PIN-diode modulator. (B) First exciton absorption spectrum with
probe energies superimposed.

VIM THIN-CAVITY FABRY-PEROT RESONATOR APPROXIMATION OF THE PIN-DIODE MQW
The optical response of the PIN-diode MQW cavity can be approximated with a thin-cavity
Fabry-Perot resonator model. The electromagnetic field equations are derived as follows.
Neglecting the transverse component, the wave equation (Equation 8) can be written in terms of
magnitude and phase (Figure 5):

(14,

For a thin sample (/ small), the time variation of the magnitude and phase can be neglected
(adiabatic approximation), hence,

(15,

_o
dt

resulting in

or,
/
(17,

Note that the intensity /, given in Equation 10, becomes

for the Fabry-Perot resonator.

A calculation of the expected reflectivity as a function of the absorption coefficient for a
1.5-Mn PIN-diode MQW Fabry-Perot resonator is shown in Figure 7. The calculation assumes the
absorption coefficient is constant throughout the cavity and that the spatial carrier distribution
N(z) is spatially and temporally static.
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Figure 7. Reflectivity of a 1.5-^m PIN-diode MQW Fabry-Perot resonator for a 0.9-eV probe. Rl
= 0.01, and R2 = 1.0.
VII.2 PIN-DIODE MQW CARRIER TRANSPORT
Solving for the characteristic response of the continuity equation (Equation 10) gives a
preliminary evaluation of the PIN diode's temporal response in terms of its longitudinal drift and
diffusion and transverse diffusion carrier transport. Rewriting Equation 10 in terms of the fielddependent diffusion and carrier drift velocity (v^uQ gives the following:

(19)

where ij = x,y,z and D}J is the diffusion tensor. Note that a linear, isotropic medium with low
carrier densities has been assumed. With the initial distribution N(x,y,z,0)=Aod(x)8(y)8(z), the
characteristic solution with the electric field along the z-axis is

(20)

where Dl0 and Dtr are the respective longitudinal and transverse components of the diffusion
coefficients. The field-dependent velocity is given by the following expression:'3
10

(21)

where typical values for the mobility, saturation velocity, and Eo are 8000 cm2/V-s, 7.7x106 cm/s,
and 4x103 V/cm respectively. Using the above values and neglecting diffusion, the carrier transit
time across the MQW active region is 13 ps/ym or 19.5 ps for the 1.5-#m PIN-diode MQW FabryPerot device described above. Note that hot electron effects such as ballistic transport have not
been included' 415 (the effect of carrier ballistic transport is the reduction of device transit time).
The total response time is given by

I = _L + J_ + ±.

(22)

where idr, %dl, and xr are the respective drift, diffusion, and recombination time constants. Note
that lateral diffusion with respect to drift must be minimized in order to maximize pixel resolution.
This minimization should not be difficult if an electric field of any reasonable strength is present.
A recent systematic study of carrier drift in quantum wells can be found in the literature.16
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Figure 8. Atomic system absorption noise. (A) Material sample. (B) Schematic two-level system.

VII.3 PIN-DIODE MQW THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM NOISE LIMIT
The absorption noise for a system at thermal equilibrium can be approximated by a twolevel system17 (see Figure 8). The coherent attenuation of an optical beam with optical power P(z)
in a two-level absorbing system with energy and density A/,, £,, and N2, E2, is given by

11
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(23)

with

(24)

where g(\) is the spectral line shape function, T is the spontaneous emission lifetime from E2 to
£,, and M is the index of refraction. Solving for P(z) given an incident power of Po at the surface
(z=0) in a sample with a given thickness / results in

^
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For strong absorption (e""'« 1) and for kT» hv,

X H f

(26)

indicating that the detector becomes Johnson-noise limited.
VII.4 PROTOTYPE PIN-DIODE MQW ELECTROABSORPTION DEVICE
A prototype electroabsorption detector is shown in Figure 9. A single-mirror PIN-diode MQW
is shown in Figure 9A. The radiation enters through the front of the device, generates an electronhole-pair density in the diode's active MQW region, and creates a red shift in the first exciton
absorption spectrum. An optical probe then interrogates the surface of the device, and the output
is reflected out to the probe detector. There are several important points to note: (1) The optical
information is obtained in a parallel format (the entire detector surface is probed, and the
information is extracted in a two-dimensional format as opposed to a serial format). (2) The
probe's optical source can be remotely located and delivered through fiber-optic media, protecting
the optical source. (3) The probe detector can be remotely located with the information piped out
in a fiber-optic array bundle. The Fabry-Perot approximation of the PIN-diode MQW system is
shown in Figure 9B. The two-mirror system forms the Fabry-Perot resonator discussed in Section
VII. 1, with the front mirror modeled as a low-reflectivity mirror.
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Figure 9. Prototype electroabsorption radiation detector. (A) Single-mirror detector. (6) FabryPerot model.
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